2 September 2019

BOCHK 2018 New Series HK$100 banknotes will be available
Bank of China (Hong Kong) (“BOCHK”) announces today that the BOCHK 2018 New Series
HK$100 banknotes will be put into circulation on 3 September 2019. With traditional Cantonese
opera highlighted as a key design element, the design of the new BOCHK $100 banknote
illustrates Chinese cultural heritage. The banknote features a Bauhinia flower, the floral emblem
of Hong Kong, and the city’s landmark Bank of China Tower on the front panel, with the
silhouettes of classic Cantonese opera characters and hand fans in the background. The back
panel captures the beauty and charisma of a female Cantonese opera artist (fadan), whose
headdress, costume and peony fan are uniquely elaborate. Distinctive from the traditional
horizontal design, the reverse side of the new banknote is vertically orientated.
Mr Gao Yingxin, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive of BOCHK, said, “The inscription of
Cantonese opera on the UNESCO Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity illustrates its unique artistic standing. Among various Cantonese opera characters,
fadan stands out the most with her immaculate makeup and glamorous costumes. For that
reason, BOCHK chose to feature fadan as a key design element for its 2018 New Series
HK$100 banknote. This year marks the 10th anniversary of the UNESCO inscription of
Cantonese opera, making the launch of this banknote all the more meaningful. We hope that this
new BOCHK banknote will leave a unique and precious mark on the history of banknote
design.”
The BOCHK 2018 New Series banknotes showcase the city’s vibrant lifestyles and attractions
through five major design themes. The new banknote series reflects the Bank’s close affinity
with Hong Kong people while expressing its vision of building an even brighter tomorrow
together. The HK$100 banknotes will be introduced following the earlier launch of the
HK$1,000 and HK$500 banknotes. The other two denominations HK$50 and HK$20 will go
into circulation in early 2020. Details will be announced in due course.
For information about the BOCHK 2018 New Series banknotes, please visit:
https://www.bochk.com/en/aboutus/corpprofile/banknotes.html
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About Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited
Bank of China (Hong Kong) Limited (“BOCHK”) is a leading commercial banking group in Hong Kong
with strong market positions in all major businesses. We have the most extensive local branch network
and diverse service platforms in Hong Kong, including approximately 200 branches, 270 automated
banking centres, efficient e-channels of over 1,000 self-service machines, as well as Internet and Mobile
Banking services. We offer a comprehensive range of financial, investment and wealth management
services to personal, corporate and institutional customers. To implement the overseas development
strategy of BOC Group, we strive to drive our regional development by expanding our business in the
Southeast Asian region. Our branches and subsidiaries have been extended to Southeast Asian countries
such as Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, the Philippines, Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos and Brunei, with the
provision of professional and high-quality financial services to local customers. We will also expedite
our development into a top-class, full-service and internationalised regional bank.
BOCHK is one of the three note-issuing banks and the sole clearing bank for Renminbi (“RMB”)
business in Hong Kong. With our strong RMB franchise, we are the first choice of customers in this
business. Through the deep collaboration with our parent bank, BOC, we provide a full range of highquality cross-border services to multinationals, cross-border customers, mainland enterprises going
global, central banks and super-sovereign organisations.
BOC Hong Kong (Holdings) Limited, BOCHK’s holding company, is one of the largest listed
companies on the main board of the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong, with stock code “2388” and ADR
OTC Symbol “BHKLY”.
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